
BLOG ASSIGNMENT # 2
1. Blog assignments would be given at least one 

week before the due date. The word limit is 500-
800 words long.

2. Photos, videos, and other media may be 
embedded in blog assignments.

3. All sources should be indicated at the end of the 
article and are not included in the word count.

4. A byline should follow the title of the blog post.



BLOG ASSIGNMENT # 2
Watch the TEDx video “Alone Together” by Sherry 
Turkle. Be guided by the following questions when you 
do your blog:
• What are Turkle’s main points of view in her TEDx 

Talk?
• Do you agree with Turkle’s view on new media and 

the internet? Why or why not?
• What do you think are ways by which we can 

“reclaim conversation”?

DEADLINE: July 30, 2017



Legal, Ethical, 
and Societal 
Issues in Media 
and Information 
Literacy



Objectives:
• Familiarize oneself with issues concerning 
media and information literacy.

• Relate issues with previously learned 
concepts.

• Share ways by which issues could be 
avoided or minimized.





Questions:
• What issues do you see in the poster?

• Which ones do you understand? Which ones 
do you not know?

• What possible dangers and issues of 
unguarded use of the internet are depicted in 
the picture?

• Which of these issues have happened to you 
or to your friends? Why did they happen?



DIGITAL DIVIDE
It is an economic inequality between groups in 
terms of access to, use of, or knowledge of ICT. 
The divide within countries (such as the digital 
divide in the United States) can refer to 
inequalities between individuals, households, 
businesses, and geographic areas at different 
socioeconomic (and other demographic) levels. 
The Global digital divide designates countries as 
the units of analysis, and examines the divide 
between developing and developed countries on 
an international scale.



COMPUTER ADDICTION
It is the excessive use of computers to the 
extent that it interferes with daily life. This 
excessive use may for example interfere 
with work or sleep, result in problems 
with social interaction, or affect mood, 
relationships, and thought processes.



CYBER BULLYING
It is a form of bullying that takes place online, 
or using electronic technology such as cell 
phones, computers, and tablets over 
communication tools including social media 
sites, text messages, chat, and websites. 
Examples of cyber bullying: text messages or 
emails composed to insult or demean; rumors 
or false statements spread by email or posted 
on social networking sites; and humiliating 
photos, videos, websites, or fake profiles 
deliberately shared across social media.



PLAGIARISM
It is an act or instance of using or closely 
imitating the language and thoughts of 
another author without authorization; the 
representation of that author’s work as 
one's own, as by not crediting the original 
author.



COPYRIGHT
It is a legal device that gives the creator of a 
literary, artistic, musical, or other creative work 
the sole right to publish and sell that work. 
Copyright owners have the right to control the 
reproduction of their work, including the right 
to receive payment for that reproduction. An 
author may grant or sell those rights to others, 
including publishers or recording companies. 
Violation of a copyright is called infringement.





CASE STUDIES



CS#1: Plagiarism
1. Read the following articles on a case of plagiarism: “UP student plagiarizes prize-

winning photos” at http://www.rappler.com/move-ph/39566-up-student-admits-
plagiarized-photos and “UP grad in photo plagiarism gets redemption” at 
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2015/12/03/1528420/grad-photo-plagiarism-gets-
redemption

2. After reading, answer the following questions:
FIRST ARTICLE:
• In what competition did Solis send in his plagiarized work?
• What sanctions did he receive from the organizing committee? Describe his actions.
• Do you think technology and the internet have made plagiarism easier? Do you think 

technology has made people more or less creative? Explain your answer by citing 
examples

SECOND ARTICLE:
• According to the article, how did Solis redeem himself? What job did he have?
• What project did he help?
• What is there to learn about the life of Solis?

3. Summarize the answers.
4. Choose a reporter to present in class.

http://www.rappler.com/move-ph/39566-up-student-admits-plagiarized-photos
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2015/12/03/1528420/grad-photo-plagiarism-gets-redemption


CS#1: Cyber Bullying
1. Read the news article about Robert Blair Carabuena and the Metropolitan Manila 

Development Authority Aide Fabros: “Carabuena: From bully to cyberbullying 
victim” at http://rp1.abscbnnews.com/lifestyle/08/23/12/carabuena-bully-
cyberbullying-victim
(If the class has a computer, the group may also watch the news report at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLr-laylF4s

2. After reading, answer the following questions:
FIRST ARTICLE:
• What did Carabuena do that made netizens angry?
• Describe the acts of cyber bullying that the netizens did to Carabuena. Do you 

think their actions are justifiable? Defend your answer.
• How did the incident affect Carabuena’s life?
• Do you think technology and the Internet has made bullying easier?
• Give one suggestion to avoid cyber bullying. Give one suggestion to avoid 

being a cyber bully.
3. Summarize the answers.
4. Choose a reporter to present in class.

http://rp1.abscbnnews.com/lifestyle/08/23/12/carabuena-bully-cyberbullying-victim
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLr-laylF4s


CS#3: Computer Addiction
1. Read the news article on computer addiction: “Four in ten teenage girls 'are 

addicted to internet: Youngsters increasingly showing signs of compulsion 
with their tablets and smart phones” at 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2623903/Four-ten-teenage-girls-
addicted-internet-Youngstersincreasingly-showing-signs-compulsion-
tablets-smart-phones.html

2. After reading, answer the following questions:
• From the research, do boys and girls share the same Internet usage? 

Explain your answer. Cite statistics or data.
• Cite one real life example in your school or community of teenagers who 

have experienced computer addiction. What happen them? Have they 
recovered from their addiction?

• Give two pieces of advice from Tablets for Schools to avoid computer 
addiction.

3. Summarize the answers.
4. Choose a reporter to present in class.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2623903/Four-ten-teenage-girls-addicted-internet-Youngstersincreasingly-showing-signs-compulsion-tablets-smart-phones.html



